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This review article brought together for the first time 
in a readily awQssible publication the literature on 
the regulation of gene expression by light using the 
methods of molecular biology. It included a histori- 
cal perspective and considered the regulation at the 
levels of transcription. mRNA accumulation, and 
translatiin. [The SCP indicates that this paper has 
&en cited in more than 345 publications.] 
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Turning on Genes with Light 
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Biology Department 
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and 
Jane Silverthorne 
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When we began writing this review in 
1984, Jane had been a postdoc in the lab 
since 1981, and had expanded the labs 
work from showing that light, acting 
through the plant photoreceptor phyto- 
chrome, could affect accumulation of spe- 
cific RNAs to demonstrating that tran- 
scription itself was increased by phyto- 
chrome action. These were technically 
difficult experiments and entailed long 
hours under a dim green safe light. Al- 
though she had lnitial success In 1982,’ 
just before Elaine left for a sir-montb sab 
batical, there were problems repeating the 
results, during which time Jane consoled 
hersell by buying shoes. Upon Elaine’s 
return, we found that there had been a 
minute light leak In the darkroom, thus 
solving the problem of variability in the 
level of transcription seen in darknesa 
and preventing Jane from pursuing an 
eiternative career path outside of science. 
By the time our findings were more fully 
published early in 1984,2 Jane had accu 

mulated quite a large collection of foot- 
wear. 

Although Elaine had been studying the 
regulation of gene expression by light 
since her postdoc days at Brandeis, the 
questions that could be addressed experi- 
mentally were limited by existing tech- 
niques. But by 1984, cloned probes for 
two of the major flght-regulated chloro- 
plastproteins,thesmall subunitofribulose 
Msphosphate carborylase and the light- 
harvesting chlorophyll &-protein had 
been obtained from a number of plants, 
The? tools, along with readily available ill 
vitro translation extracts, meant that It 
was possibls for the invdvement of phy: 
tochrome and other photoreoeptors in the 
regulation expression of these and other 
enes,fromtransqriptionthrygh totrans- 
tion, to be assayed. - 5  

In the spaceof about three years, from 
1981 to 1984, a large body of papers on 
light-regulation of gene expression had 
appeared. The review summarized what 
had been established about light-regula- 
tion, for which responses thephotorecep- 
tor had actuslly been determined, and 
how the state of development of chloro- 
plasts, a process NseM dependent on light, 
could affect experiments on ”light-regula: 
tlon.”Thenvlew appeared just asthefield 
was rapidly expanding and when experi- 
ments with transaenlc elants to analyze 
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siveness to light signals werehsginning. 
Because light js such a nonintyusive, eas- 
ily manlpuWa experimental parameter, 
and bscaup It doeo plby such an impor- 
tant role in the normal development of 
plants, the w d  has remainecl an active 
one. The moat qant  rgview on this topid 
has approximately twice the number of 
pages and numby of references as did 
oud.’Uthough Our review is now some 
wMjt ~ y t  of date, It is probably still f re  
quently dited m u s e  it remains the most 
completd (anU, we hope, clear and critical) 
summaw of the work to the end of 1984. 
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